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Domestic AM:313 stores
Domestic F&B:55 stores
Domestic Karaoke:369 stores
Domestic Others:9 stores
Overseas:11 stores

March 31,2024 Present

757 stores

April
4月

2.Grand opening of "FLIPS Shinjuku," one of the largest poker rooms in Japan

"FLIPS Shinjuku," an amusement poker room that opened in advance at the end of January, held its grand opening on 
Tuesday, March 5. Despite the inclement weather, the event got off to a better-than-expected start, with approximately 
200 people waiting to play, and more waiting every day after the opening. The video poker and food offerings were also 
well received, and repeat customers have already started coming back. The private rooms have also been operating well, 
and the start of the new poker culture seems to indicate that it will take root in the future. "FLIPS Shinjuku," which was 
planned in collaboration with POKER ROOM, Inc., a company with YouTuber Masato "World Wide" Yokosawa is a must-
see destination for poker fans as well as poker beginners.

3. "GiGO KAMISHIN PLAZA" Opened

"GiGO KAMISHIN PLAZA," opened on March 22 (Fri.) on the second floor of the 
renovated "KAMISHIN PLAZA," commercial facility in Higashiyodogawa-ku, Osaka City. 
Located a 10-minute walk from Kamishinjo Station on the Hankyu Kyoto Line and a 7-
minute walk from Zuiko 4chome Station on the Osaka Metro Imazatosuji Line, "KAMISHIN 
PLAZA,“ is a community-based commercial facility in a dense residential area in 
northeastern Osaka City. Our bright and open store is equipped with crane games, medal 
games, and photo sticker booths, and we aim to be a store that anyone, from adults to 
children, can easily enjoy. In addition, by holding our exclusive events and offering a wide 
variety of popular characters, we will contribute to the revitalization of the entire second 
floor of "KAMISHIN PLAZA," which is home to stores with a rich variety of personalities.

GENDA Group Store Expansion Progress Report
※Period covered: March 1, 2024 – March 31, 2024

1. Number of stores and offices
Number of stores Number of stores

※Number of mini-locations *Non-staffed game areas

Domestic: 566 stores
Overseas: 358 stores

March 31,2024 Present

924 stores

※■ Domestic F&B is the total number of “Lemonade by Lemonica" and "HillValley" 
※■ Domestic Others are stores other than AM, F&B, and Karaoke in Japan.
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